
User Guide for PS4 Mufti-function cooling dock

NO.1 Summary

This product is designed to decrease the temperature for PS4, PS4 Slim and PS4 Pro console, and to charge the PS4
controller, and also can work as a console stand.This product can decrease the temperature for the PS4, PS4 Slim and PS4
Pro console effectively, improve its performance and decrease the power loss. Power off when its switch is bounced,and
power on when it is pressed down,it can accelerate the air inside the console to avoid high temperature, decrease the power
loss and prolong the working life of the console. There are two docks to charge the PS4 original controller on its right
side,the controller will charge when plugging it into the docks. It is the same charging way with the original one to prolong
the working life for the controller. It can store 12pcs game discs on its left side. It can be compatible with the PS4, PS4 Slim
and PS4 Pro console.

NO.2 Features

 This product is compatible with the PS4, PS4 Slim and PS4 Pro console.
 Two built-in high speed fans to accelerate the air inside the PS4 console to cool it.
 Store 12pcs game discs.
 Supply power from the PS4 USB ports, no extra adapter
 Charge two PS4 controller simultaneously
 Anti-slip EVAon its two sides to avoid scratching and slipping of the PS4, PS4 Slim or PS4 Pro console

NO.3 Product specification

 Supply power: USB 5V (Connect the included USB cable with the console)
 Current: the max current for individual controller can reach 800mA when the PS4 controller is charging, the average

current is 400mAwhen two controllers are charging (no fan is working)
 Max fan speed: 5000±10%PRM ，max air output：12.6 CFM。

 Charging time: 2.5-3 hours (two controllers charging simultaneously)
 Product size: pending
 Product material: ABS
 Accessories: USB Cable

NO.4 User guide

 Put this product on the drafty platform, then put the PS4 console into it vertically. (Notice: put the front of PS4 console
with the same side of its Micro-USB port. Please use the included plastic part to assemble the PS4 Slim console, no
need for the PS4 and PS4 Pro console.)



 Use the latching switch to control the fan, close the fan when it is bouncing, open it when it is pressing down.
 12 slots for the gaming disc on the left side, to store 12pcs game discs



 We can charge the PS4 controllers via the PS4 charging docks
 a. When the PS4 controller is not connected with PS4 console, the indicator for the PS4 controller will be in orange

and flashes breathingly, and it will go out when the controller is fully charged. It will flash once when one fully
charged controller is put on it.

 b. When the PS4 controller is connected with PS4 console, the indicator of the PS4 controller will be in blue. Press PS

button if you need to check if it is in charging status, it is fully charged when the battery symbol on the

LCD is not rolling.
 When charging, PS4 controller supplies power from the charging battery, its indicator may be changed in red and

green.
 The battery of PS4 controller is with the protective function, it will be start to charge when the battery capacity is

lower to certain value.
 a. For example, PS4 controller will not charge when it is put on this product and its battery capacity is over 70%.

It losses the battery life when PS4 controller is in charge with most battery power. When it is only with 20% battery
power, it will reach 80% in 2-3 hours, the indicator for the PS4 controller will be in orange and flashes breathingly, if
you pull out PS4 controller at this time, it will not charge when you put this product on this product again, and its
indicator will glow yellow then go out. Normally it will reach 100% and the indicator will go out if you do not pull out
the controller.

NO.5 Attention

 Put this product on the drafty platform
 Use the included USB charging cable
 This product is the cooler, do not block the ventilation fence when using it
 Do not put anything (especially the metal)into the ventilation hole to lead any short circuit.
 Use the dry cloth to clean this product, not with any water or alcohol to lead any shor circuit.
 Disconnect this product with the PS4 console when cleaning it
 Pull out any devices or input plugs with this product if not using it in a long time
 Do not store or use this product in humid or high temperature environment
 Do not use it and send to the professional to repair it when this product is rain, soaked or broke.
 Do not let the children to play this product
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